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NO WALLS
ACT 1
BELFAST
NO WALLS is an interdisciplinary, multidimensional arts project, combining contemporary
visual arts exhibition and live performances, in interaction with the city’s public. The artist
trio, KRM (French-German artist couple), John Costi (London artist of Greek-Cypriot and
Irish descent) and Paul Doran (local Northern Irish artist) have created a ‘work in peaceprocess’ concept, that allows people to freely express themselves, and aims to transform
the creative fruits of their interaction with the public into new bodies of art, which will, in
further ‘acts’ be brought to other international cities.
The authors of NO WALLS have chosen Belfast to launch its first exhibition and
performance, Act 1, for symbolic reasons, and to recognize the progress made for peace
in Northern Ireland.

!
KRM: Acte 1, 186 x 150 cm, 2016
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I.

NO WALLS

The project and its concept
Proposition of an international, multidimensional artistic project to the Andrews Gallery,
Titanic, Belfast, Northern Ireland by the artist trio: KRM – Esprit du Mur, a French-German
artist couple (Berlin – Toulouse), John Costi, London visual and performance artist
(London) and Paul Doran, Northern Irish local artist (Belfast – Liverpool).
NO WALLS has been created by the artist trio, as a multidimensional visual arts project,
including performance in interaction with the public; it is an artistic ‘work in peace-process’,
which allows the local people to freely express themselves, to interfere and act; it is a
concept, that transforms the peoples’ inner voices into art; to be brought into further Acts
(1,2,3…) internationally.
For symbolic reasons, KRM, Costi and Doran have chosen Belfast for NO WALLS
to launch Act 1. The project’s concept is pertinent in today’s world and resonates with
Belfast. Physical, cultural and psychological walls between people and within us all as
individuals reflect the human condition. Prejudice, 'them and us’, the other, separation,
barriers to thought and expression, provide plenty of artistic scope. The artists have
travelled within England, Northern Ireland and France, meeting for artistic discussion,
inspiration and collaboration, to develop this unique project. KRM, Costi and Doran are
creating contemporary visual art works for the exhibition and will attend the launch on
November 6th, for interaction with the attendees at the Andrews Gallery, Titanic, Belfast,
and with the public at the Belfast interface gates wall.
NO WALLS Act 1 consists of a visual contemporary arts exhibition and a live
performance (John Costi) curated for, and taking place at the Andrews Gallery, Titanic,
Belfast; combined with an interactive happening with its visitors at its Launch Event. The
creative fruit of the happening with the public will form the basis of a mural performance on
the Belfast Wall (Northumberland Street Belfast Interface Gates) the following day, and be
later transformed into 46 bodies of art by KRM, Costi and Doran, once they return to their
studios (N. Ireland, England, France). The Belfast peoples’ verbal and mural expressions,
‘artistically recycled’ by the authors of the project will then become the subject of NO
WALLS Act 2.
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II.

The projects authors: KRM, John Costi and Paul Doran

Presentation of the artist trio, their individual backgrounds and concepts
II.1

KRM or the ‘Esprit Du Mur’

Created by Chérif & Geza in Berlin 2002: KRM, a French-German artist couple;
Artistic concept and oeuvre

Man feels free when he leaves a trace on the wall
KRM is an international French-German artist duo, also known as Chérif and Geza.
Together they create imaginary walls on metal and wood. Their concept and expression
style, also known as ‘Esprit Du Mur’, was born in 2002 in Germany on the Berlin Wall; it is
an iconoclast, rebellious, urban art, based on human tragedy and the complexity of
existence. KRM painting reveals a multifaceted portrait of city-life, and expresses freely
interior contradictions, suffering and joy.
Working with four hands on the same piece defines the couple‘s working process and
makes their confrontation authentic. The ‘sacred art‘ doesn’t exist; they overlap images,
words and impulsive gestures until ephemeral fragility is stabilized. The final result is an
assembly of colour, emotions and different techniques. KRM adds a running dog motif, as
a pochoir, on each picture: KRM is their signature.

KRM work (2002 – 2017) witnesses a contemporary actuality and treats social-political
subjects and questions. International private art collections and foundations in Europe,
America and the Middle East have acquired the ‘Esprit Du Mur’.

!
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From Berlin… to Belfast
Chérif and Geza met in Paris at the Saloon of Independence (2002), where they decided
to become one artist with four hands: KRM. Three months later, they started to work on the
Berlin Wall, and gave birth to their concept and expression style ‘Esprit Du Mur’ (literally
translated: Spirit of the Wall).

!
Prison, 207 x 244 (dyptich), 2017

Since then, KRM has come a long way; throughout a never-ending working process of
creation and (auto-)biographic transformation, the artist couple has succeeded in creating
an international, contemporary expression-style.
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KRM is currently exhibiting in Europe and the Middle East (Kuwait). This year, the FrenchGerman artist couple has been invited to create artwork for the célèbre international
Saloon AD interior (Suduca & Merillou), taking place in Paris (September 2017).
From May until December 2017, KRM is exhibiting 16 of their original works alongside
Keith Haring, Andy Warhol and Jean-Michel Basquiat, in the MAC Saint Martin of
Montélimar, Museum of Contemporary Art, France.

!
KRM – J.M. Basquiat : Museum of Contemporary Art MAC Saint Martin, Montélimar, France 2017

80 000 posters – 12 tons of paper
KRM possess a unique collection of 80 thousand original posters of French publicity,
dating from 1978 – 1990 ; representing 12 tons of paper, an important historical document,
which is visually reflecting a socio-political and cultural portrait of the 20th century’s
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western society in all its complexity; covering the 12 years before the Berlin wall came
down.
These posters, originally made to be put on walls for publicity, communication and
propaganda are one of KRM’s basic elements and working material: Chérif and Geza
integrate them into their art – their imaginary walls on metal and wood, and use them for
mural performances (Berlin 2003, Toulouse 2006...).
The posters’ multiple topics (political, sociological, cultural, psychological, philosophical)
witness reality/actuality and through KRM’s creative transformation into art, evoke socialpolitical subjects and questions.
Refering to the Andrews Gallery, Titanic, exhibition space, KRM will select a special
number of their posters. The posters will become the basic element of the interactive
happening and the mural performance of NO WALLS Act 1, and be in further steps
transformed into forty-six new bodies of art, to be brought to NO WALLS Act 2.

!
Momo, 146 x 245, 2017
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II.2

John Costi, a London visual & performance artist, England

John Costi is a 2013 graduate of Central Saint Martin’s where he was awarded a first class
Honours degree in fine art. After a spiritual awakening during a 6-year prison sentence
Costi sought to make sense of the world around him through art. Working mostly in
performance, sculpture, video and installation, Costi’s practice is informed by chance and
experience. Always within the social sphere the work is often ephemeral, living on through
documentation. In 2013 The Evening Standard noted Costi as ‘Tipped for Stardom’, Dazed
and Confused nominated him for the ‘Spirit of Toughness’ Award, he was selected for the
Catlin Art Guide and later published in The Huffington Post.

John Costi
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Some recent shows:
Johnny’s Trash Money; Light Eye Mind; My Darling Johnny; G-Shock Sessions at G-Shock
East; New Terms: The Human Library; ICA. Some Unchartered Event; Science Gallery
with Resonance FM; A Fete Worse Than Death with Red Gallery; Auto Biography and
Animism: An Audience with Johnny Costi at The Copeland Space Pleasure Paradox at MK
Gallery and Johnny’s Pic’N’Mix with Whoa Now Gallery, Copenhagen; Tate Gallery
London; Art Fair, London.

!
Autobiography and Animism; An Audience with John Costi, 2014
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II.3

Paul Doran, Belfast born artist, Northern Ireland

!
Plodding Along, 140 x 125cm, 2017

Paul Doran was born in Belfast and studied Fine Art with Media Studies at Liverpool Hope
University. In 2011 he won the Wynn Vivian Purchase Prize and obtained a scholarship to
further his art with a Masters in Creative Practice achieving M.A. with Merit. In 2015 he
was a shortlisted finalist for the Northern Ireland Creative and Cultural Skills Awards.
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Paul’s work is a personalized abstraction of contemporary life and culture, painted on
canvas. Paul describes the work as ‘landscapes with figurative aspects’. His art work
explores artistic spontaneity and control in the attempt to capture on canvas the physical
and non-physical phenomena associated with human subliminal perceptions and
experiences of modern life. He aims to express the more abstract, contradictory and often
chaotic aspects of contemporary life; its ambience, dynamism, dislocation and mystery.
The paintings do not so much depict or suggest places and situations, as express
thoughts and feelings and as such have a universal language.
Paul is a co-founder of 'The Liverpool School Art Movement' launched in 2014. The subject
of the Liverpool School’s work is modern life and the urban environment, anything which
depicts and portrays the rhythms of city life.
“I liked Paul Doran’s interpretation of the urban environment. I particularly enjoyed Living
(2013); the large scale piece offered a subtle hint of the urban environment via its
occasional and scattered composition of vertical lines. The process in which Doran applied
the paint was very apparent with the use of layering. The piece was also textural, which I
thought added character. Living (2013) was a very gestural and emotive painting, although
also had some aspects of figurative painting within the composition. The painterly
technique of Doran in this piece reminded me of William De Kooning’s work.”
Rachel Tillet - Art In Liverpool

!
Paul Doran, working at KRM factory during his workshop stay, 2017
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III.

Exhibition & Performance – An Interactive Event

Presentation of NO WALLS Act 1, Belfast
Curated for Andrews Gallery Titanic Belfast & fresco on the Belfast interface wall

!
Andrews Gallery Titanic, Belfast, Northern Ireland
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Initiation and realization of the project’s first Act in Belfast, Northern Ireland
At Andrews Gallery Titanic, Belfast
III.1

A contemporary visual arts exhibition

(KRM, John Costi & Paul Doran)

A contemporary visual arts exhibition will be curated with paintings from KRM, John Costi
and Paul Doran, at the Andrews Gallery Titanic Belfast. The ensemble of the exhibition will
show KRM Esprit du Mur; diverse fragments of their imaginary walls on metal and/or
wood, and paintings of London artist John Costi and local artist Paul Doran. Costi and
Doran have met in Belfast in June this year, to create five pieces of work in collaboration.

!
Andrews Gallery Titanic, exhibition space

III.2

Live Performance (John Costi) – Launch Event

John Costi, visual and performance artist (London), will perform poetry at the Andrews
Gallery Launch Event; poetry, inspired during his workshop-stay in Belfast, Northern
Ireland.
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III.3

Interactive Happening

(The artists trio & the Launch Event’s visitors)

Putting the wall down: Titanic visitors leave messages on French original posters; an
interactive happening, in the name of peace and truly free expression.
Posters are normally put up on walls, for communication, information and propaganda
purposes. At the Andrews Gallery Launch Event, posters will be laid down to the visitors’
feet. The posters will be transformed into a communicative vehicle, and become a basic
element of an interactive happening with the public. The artist trio will be ‘putting the wall
down’, to let the visitors express themselves freely.
At the Launch event, visitors will not look at posters on walls, but walk on them, write and
leave messages on original posters of French publicity which show no illustration, only
letters and numbers.
The project’s authors (KRM, John Costi and Paul Doran) will place on the floor a selection
of KRM’s original posters. Black markers will be distributed and the visitors invited to freely
express themselves on the posters.
Visitors’ messages, written on KRM’s original publicity paper, will create the fundamental
basis of the project NO WALLS Act 1, and lead, once transformed in further steps, to NO

!

WALLS Act 2, 3, 4…

!
French original publicity posters at KRM factory, dating 1978 - 1990
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On the Belfast Wall
III.4

Northumberland Street Belfast Interface Gates

NO WALLS

From Titanic Belfast to the Belfast Wall

From the Launch Event to Belfast Interface Gates – a mural performance in interaction
with the Belfast people: The Andrews Gallery visitors’ messages will be brought to, and put
up on the Belfast wall, a public creation of a common fresco, in the name of peace and
dialogue.

!
Northumberland Street – Belfast Interface Gates

From the Launch Event to Belfast Interface Gates
Man feels free to leave a message on the wall…
KRM, Costi and Doran will placard the posters, which covered the Titanic exhibition floor
into a huge fresco on the Belfast wall, and then set it free to the public for further
expression. A wall section between the loyalist and republican wall areas has been made
available for the project.
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The day after the Launch Event, the posters with the visitors’ messages will be brought to
Northumberland Street – Belfast Interface Gates, and be placarded onto the wall. A fresco
gets born, with Belfast peoples’ voices written on it. Through a creative act of work in
process, the Belfast wall shall here become a wall of art; a platform for new dialogue and
truly free expression – a manifestation of peace.
By the end of the visual arts exhibition at Andrews Gallery, Titanic, Belfast, the posters will
be taken off the wall (the exact date will depend on weather conditions and the fresco’s
creative, as well as ephemeral evolution) and be divided into three parts.

!

!
Northumberland Street – Belfast Interface Gate
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Chuckle Babies!
It is just an accident of birth, which side of the gates one is born.

!
Chuckle Babies! By Paul Doran & Mark Ervine, Northumberland Street, Belfast, 2017

This mural artwork, painted by Paul Doran & Mark Ervine, international mural artist from
Belfast, commenced on the 22nd of September 2017, the International Day of Peace. It is
located between the Interface Gates at Northumberland Street, depicting two babies
laughing. The Chuckle Babies!, universal vibe with no text, is a symbolic messenger: It is
just an accident of birth, which side of the gates one is born.
At this mural artwork place, the NO WALLS’ artist trio KRM, Doran and Costi will placard
the posters, which covered the Titanic exhibition floor, into a huge fresco around; they will
placard posters all around the babies, under the International Day of Peace Mural and
around the two Interface Gates – then set it free to the public for further expression. These
gates close every day at 6pm.
The mural project’s event Chuckle Babies! (22nd of September – 10th of October)
experienced a large and positive public resonance and touristic response. The artistic
process has been filmed and will be shown on the launch event at Andrews Gallery, Titanic
Belfast, on Monday 6th of November 2017. The artists will be present.
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IV.

End of the show, Act 1

The show must go on ! Act 2

Three artists, forty-six walls, forty-six pieces of art – Transformation of the three parts of
the Belfast fresco into 46 pieces of art, to create the subject of, and follow up with NO
WALLS, Act 2.
The Issue
NO WALLS promotes peace, human rights, and personal introspection through art: as
such this project’s concept is universal. Wherever there is war, segregation, alienation,
homelessness, isolation, false imprisonment, poverty, migration and discrimination there is
food for thought and need for human communication which art can accommodate.
NO WALLS empowers ordinary people to express their views and consider the
implications of put down and division.
NO WALLS does not advocate the premature ‘bringing down of walls’ where people’s
safety could be compromised. It is aspirational and an expression of hope.
The whole project will be documented in a short artistic video
An international contemporary visual and performance art exhibition titled ‘NO WALLS’
held in Belfast would necessarily include some aspect of the Belfast walls and divisions. A
short artistic video by Oisin O’Brien will be shown to the audience at the launch event with
footage of the walls and conversations with muralists Danny Devenny and Mark Ervine.

!
Northumberland Street June 2017 – Belfast Interface Gates
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Further Information
ESSAY

KRM

With four hands
The play with four hands on stone that has become wall, the tree that has become wood,
the poster that has become a rift. A composition in multiple motions on the everyday life, its
contradictions, its emotions, its anarchical palpitations. One starts thinking of Nicolas Le
Riche and Sylvie Guillem, immense in their complementarity in their apartment, duet falling
exhausted having danced through it all.
The achievement, every time renewed of a “pas de deux” without bounds, their sweat
mingled till the last note. Except that here Mats Ek does not sign but KRM does. Except
that instead of an E key a small dog that a stencil has imagined scampering along,
wanders among the garbage cans of the consumption society, dislocated garden chairs
and watering cans having an erection. Only here, until the final superposition of scratches
and colors, it is Geza and Chérif who have given all, their sweat intermingled until the last
embrace of pictures.
At the beginning of their unceasing ballet is the Wall. The Berlin Wall. Eastside, grey
concrete covered in barbed wire that you can only get close to at the risk of your life.
Westside a gigantic fresco alive with graffiti, cartoons, anger screams, bon mots, sweet
notes and colors. An immense urban painting, tagged, retagged, over tagged by
thousands of anonymous hands. A communications ant nest where one meets also to
tease the Vopos standing in their miradors just on the other side.
It is precisely this dialogue with the wall and the rest of the world which has inspired Geza
and Chérif with their creation concept, their “spirit of the wall”. Their wall -wood or metal
panel which sometimes - often recalls fences-as mirrors of pulsions and anguishes
materialized with brushes, crayons, scissors with neither bans nor taboos, with all the
contradictions they carry.
Their singularity is to both work so they make only one. One starts the other continues
each in turn, keeping the dialogue going. They are driven by emulation without competition
till the end of their common effort, breathless. As signature one stamp: KRM and a little
dog scampering, scampering, scampering along. No individual signature, however their
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work is not anonymous at all. It carries the sum of their biography, “fragments of their
existence” as they say.
More than fragments there are entire pieces of their life which barge into their paintings.
Chérif Zerdoumi its childhood in the Aurès, a nameless war, the escape gripped by fear,
the arrival in France at Castres, the school which he did not like, a first sculpture at age 12
and then life with its load of tenderness, rifts, encounters, identity crisis, dramas, it is his
rough art, tribal, neo-primeval, his search of the absolute, its bad boys, its crooked men
and its zebra women… Geza Jäger, first happy years in Düsseldorf, piano, drawing then
illness, six months between life and death, a new departure, a rage to live demultiplied by
a never ending quest of self, studies, a thesis, a permanent insatisfaction, a need for
beauty, a great artistic solitude. During a stay in Australia she discovered the Aborigenes’
traditional art - the Western desert painting. A revelation.
Chérif and Geza, a sum of intimately personal moments the impact of which one can feel
in the development of their “spirit of the wall”.
To transpose this “spirit of the wall”, Geza and Chérif use advertizing posters which they
twist around, tear up, and mock. Sometimes there is nothing left of these posters or just a
pink scratch- as in “Propane” a large 2014 painting. No, their intent is not to accuse
advertizing of being the culprit of all the problems of the world or to defile it with a spray
can but to master its presence in everyday life. To debunk it, to minimize the superfluous
needs it generates with the consumer. Life does not only hang on gold jewels signed by
Joe Blog, peanuts on promotion or lipstick that does not run. An obvious wink to Andy
Warhol and to the artists of the Dada school. Thus one notices that their montages,
collages and transfers seize news themes like war, violence, terrorists acts, racism,
insecurity… An interpretation of scream and murmurs of the street, a transcription of urban
reality which provokes, irritates and invites reflection.
Jacqueline Deloffre, art and film critic, Paris

Jacqueline Deloffre. After studying journalism and a short stay in Spain she went to Germany, first
Hamburg then Berlin. From 1978 on she is cultural and political reporter then became editor. She
worked for the German press, the Luxemburg press and for the French press. She is an art critique
and over a period of twenty years has been following the Berlin International Film Festival.
Between 2009 and 2012, back in France, she was deputy director of the International Intercultural
Film Festival-CCIIFF. Nowadays she is a free lance writer and live in a small village in the Tarn
district.
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Wall Art

It is on the walls of New York, in the underground corridors of the cities, in abandoned
industrial sites (left to down-and-outs and the homeless) where what we then called ‘street
art’ appeared. We are in the late Sixties, the pop-culture world of Andy Warhol and Roy
Lichtenstein is now considered as a distinct culture, and is recognised as such. Then new
forms of expression begin to emerge which gradually invade urban space. By displaying
their works in such places, Martinez (taki performance 183), more famous artists such as
Keith Haring, Little Angel, Jean-Michel Basquiat and others, allowed their creators to be
discovered. In reality, expression via wall art was born within man as a vital need. We all
know the stories of this ancient wall art; today it is method and intent which have changed.

After that extraordinary period, these new forms of expression diffused around the world;
new generations took hold of them and made them their own, appropriating graffiti and
free expression; this ultimately isolated earlier generations, creating a deep divide. The
phenomenon became so commonplace, that it lost its original meaning. Bans and protests
which were at the origin of this wall art were distorted by too much freedom to act, creators
acting without conviction. The movement self-replicated, generating many imposters.
There are however those who focus on the graphic composition and who are only
interested in pictorial form, those who interact with interior design considering this art as
decoration, and those who cope with this language in its primitive and original meaning,
such as the Franco-German artist duo Geza and Chérif (KRM). Their work is both rigorous
and of high technical quality and complete intellectual honesty. KRM is an example of a
new generation of artists which finds its expression in exceeding borders and cultural
barriers.

Four-handed, Geza and Chérif create their walls, their painting universe and their writing.
They use publicity posters which they stick on and then tear off wood, metal, plaster and
painted backgrounds, scratched and scraped. They identify and thereby affirm their work.
In an interview, Geza said an artist couple is not simply the result of adding one-and-one
to get two, indicating that dialogue was a third and essential element, indeed the very
foundation of the work in process. This dialogue allows the creation of a work which is both
rich and complex, never banal, though it can be extremely simple and obvious. The KRM
tableaux encourage query and force reflection via their images, writings, symbols,
!22

materials and colour. They address issues inherent in contemporary society and the
human condition. Anorexia, segregation, genocide, media, corruption and exploitation, and
human rights, these are all themes put into the spotlight on their unique walls!
Paolo Pancaldi, Curator, Rome 2011

!
KRM: Attack!, 186 x 150 cm, 2017
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KRM: Four Hands. About the artists’ duo working process
Interview with journalist Pamela Azzi, from PH-7 magazine, Kuwait
P.A.: Your artwork blends so well together, what is your artistic process? Do you work
simultaneously?
KRM: You can compare our working process with two musicians which are improvising
together, playing music together, simultaneously or in dialogue; there is no routine and
never any rules, we are both completely free to do and act towards our canvas; there is no
"sacred God artist", we both have the total right to intervene, to accomplish or even to
destroy all pictural gestures of the partner, the impact is free and total. This working
process creates a certain temporality which interests us; and which is specific for walls;
this way - the concept includes it - we provoke "lucky coincidences, spontaneous matching
accidents", which cannot issue from premeditation.
P.A.: Do you collaborate on both the ideas and composition of the work?
KRM: The previous question answers partly... there is no premeditation, nor collaboration,
all working process and acting is instinctive and spontaneous; the "art" is to get to capture,
express and control instantly the spontaneous energy and pictural gestures;
philosophically, the pictural content is based on human tragedy and complexity of life.
P.A.: How do you know when a work is finished?
KRM: The work is finished when the ephemera is stabilised, when the pictural expression
accomplishes composition rules, and contents a sense, a message.
P.A.: What experience do you want people to have in your show?
KRM: We don't give solutions (to tragedy); but we like to show that there is also always,
hidden behind cruelty; to point out and express complexity of life and authenticity, that life
englobes and combines us all.
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KRM

Biography (2002 – 2017)

2002
Qui bouffe qui – fresque de 60 m² sur le Mur de Berlin, Allemagne
2003
Eine Kunst, Zwei Köpfe – Mauerbilder, KulturBrauerei, Berlin, Allemagne
Performance – fresque de 300m², Mauerpark, Berlin, Allemagne
2004
KRM – 15 Ans de la Chute du Mur de Berlin, Museum Leipzig, Allemagne
KRM – Berlin 2002/ 2003, Théâtre Municipale de Castres, France
De Boissezon à Berlin – Open Air Show, Quais Tourcaudière & Centre National
Musée Jean Jaurès, Castres, France
2005
Potsdamer Landtag (Parlement de Potsdam), Potsdam, Allemagne
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
2006
Exposition & Action Murale, 19ième Festival de Rue International, Toulouse, France
K comme Kafka-Zum Turm, Centre d’Art Contemporain Abbaye de Beaulieu, France
Galerie Marie Ricco, St Rémy de Provence, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
Vizcaya par Patrick et Sylvie de Mersseman, Nice, France
2007
CastanGalerie, Perpignan, France
Centre d’Art Contemporain A Cent Mètres du Centre du Monde, Perpignan, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
Galerie Marie Ricco, St Rémy de Provence, France
2008
Galerie Memmi, Paris, France
bo, Paris, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
Galerie Ardital, Aix-en-Provence, France
Galerie Marie Ricco, St Rémy de Provence, France
Xavier Ronse Gallery, Mouscron, Belgique
Contemporaryarte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
Les Fleurs du Mal, 1857 – 2007 par Charles BAUDELAIRE, Galleria di Palazzo
Bellarmino, Montepulciano, Siena, Italie
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2009
ROLAND GARROS, Paris, France
ART 4 : Couvent des Minimes, Perpignan, France
CastanGalerie, Perpignan, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
Galerie DX, Bordeaux, France
Anger, par CastanGalerie, France
Galerie Pierrick Touchefeu, Sceaux, France
Galerie Memmi, Paris, France
Galerie Marie Ricco, Calvi, France
Xavier Ronse Gallery, Mouscron, Belgique
DRAGO arte contemporeana, Palermo, Italie
Gnali Arte Verolanuova, Brescia, Italie
Contemporaryarte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
2010
Galerie Frédéric Storme, Lille, France
lm Galerie, Paris, France
Mise en Cène, CastanGalerie, Perpignan, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
Galerie Bel’Air, Saint Tropez, France
Galerie Bel’Air, Genève, Suisse
Galerie Depypere, Kuurne, Belgique
Galleria artelibri, Cetona (Arezzo Toscana), Italie
Tolstoj 100 anni dalla morte, Contemporaryarte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
Perlini Arte, Verona, Italie
2011
Artimpressaria, Paris, France
Galerie Frédéric Storme, Lille, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
Galerie Marie Ricco, Calvi, France
Maison du Roy, Sigean, France
Galerie Bel’Air, Saint Tropez, France
Galerie Bel’Air, Genève, Suisse
Galerie Depypere, Kuurne, Belgique
Contemporaryarte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
Sultan Gallery, Koweit
2012
KRM – Colette, Musée Richard Anacréon, Granville, France
Artimpressaria, Paris, France
Galerie Frédéric Storme, Lille, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
Galerie CHAON, Granville, France
KRM – CIPRE, Galerie Marie Ricco, Calvi, France
Vibrations Totémiques par CastanGalerie, Château Royal de Collioure & Maison de la
Catalanité (MACA), Collioure et Perpignan, France
Galerie Bel’Air, Saint Tropez, France
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Galerie Bel’Air, Genève, Suisse
Galerie Depypere, Kuurne, Belgique
Contemporaryarte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
Marilyn Monroe 1962 – 2012 : tra mito e sensualità, Palazzo Albertini, Forli, Italie
Contemporaryarte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
Galerie Bel-Air, Forte dei Marmi, Italie
Della storia alla strada - Roma, New York, Tolosa : Colagrossi, Kostabi, KRM, Trento, Italie
Sultan Gallery, Koweit
2013
L’esprit du mur : peintures et installation de KRM par CastanGalerie & Conseil Général
des Pyrénées Orientales, Palais des Rois de Majorque, Perpignan, France
Galerie Marie Ricco, Calvi, France
Galerie Saint Jacques, Toulouse, France
KRM / L’ESPRIT DU MUR par Galerie DX, Bordeaux, Cap Ferret, France
KRM – Esprit du mur, Galerie Storme, Lille, France
Nocturne Miromesnil, Galerie Lila Pepino – Paris, France
Galerie Bel’Air, Saint Tropez, France
Galerie Depypere, Kuurne, Belgique
Musée d’Art Contemporain de Lissone, Drago Edizioni présente KRM- la Paura, Italie
MARILYN FOREVER (24. 24 x 24), Contemporaryarte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
La liuteria, Hôtel de Ville de Cremona, Italie
Galerie Bel’Air, Genève, Suisse
www.badwall.com
2014
Combas, KRM, Pras, Sylvain, Sweetlove, Galerie Jos Depypere, Kurrne, Belgique
Nocturne Miromesnil, Galerie Lila Pepino – Paris, France
KRM: L’Esprit du Mur – The Walls, Sultan Gallery, Kuweit
KRM : L’Esprit du Mur, Galerie Maud Barral & Vizcaya, Nice, France
KRM : L’Esprit du Mur, Galerie Glineur, Saint Martin de Ré, France
KRM, Espace 13, Mur le Barrez, France
Festival des Cultures Méditerranéennes UNESCO & IMA (Institut du Monde Arabe),
Maison de L’UNESCO, Paris, France
Marylin Forever, Perpine (Trento), Italie
KRM “Les fleurs de Cactus”, contemporary arte PANCALDI, Rome, Italie
Sur LE FORNT de L’ART CONTEMPORAIN – Entre tension et création, Espace Art et
Liberté, Charenton-le-Pont (Paris), France
Chérif et Geza – KRM, Centre Culturel Algérien (CCA), Paris, France

2015
Quatre mains - Four hands
à l'occasion de la sortie du livre "KRM - Quatre mains, four hands", par Editions Fogel,
exposition KRM lors de la nocturne Art Miromesnil, Galerie Lila Pepino, Paris, France
KRM, Galerie DX, Bordeaux, France
KRM, Lila Pepino, paris, France
KRM, a la Capelleta par Roger Castang, Ceret, France
THE OTHERS, Foire d'Art Contemporain, Turin, Italie
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Castang-Art-Project présente KRM a l'ancien prison "Le Nuove"
ST.ART, Foire Européenne d'Art Contemporain, KRM par Lila Pepino, Strasbourg, France
KRM Société Générale - Banque & Assurances, Paris, France
Nocturne Miromesnil, Galerie Lila Pepino – Paris, France
2016
Lille Art Fair, France, KRM par Jos Depypere, Kuurne, Belgique
KRM, Castang-Art-Project, Perpignan, France
Art up! Foire d'Art Contemporain, Castang-Art-Project présente KRM, Rouen, France
KRM, Maison Blanche, présenté par Lila Pepino, Paris, France
Vingt ans, vingt-sept artists : Rétrospective des artistes de la Maison du Roy, Sigean
Schreib.Maschine – Macina.Scriptoria, Museum Peter Mittenhofer, curateur Paolo
Pancaldi (Rome), Parcines, Italy
2017
KRM – four hands, Sultan Gallery, Kuwait
POP ART voir plus … : Jean-Michel Basquiat, Keith Haring, KRM, Andy Warhol…, MAC
Saint Martin Musée Montélimar, France
KRM, Galerie GLINEUR, L'île de Ré, France
Salon AD intérieur (Suduca & Merillou), Paris, France
KRM, Gallery l'Essor, par Lila Pepino & Karine Richard, Suisse
Berber: KRM et Riba, Castang Art Project, Perpignan, France
No Walls Act 1: KRM, Paul Doran, John Costi, Andrews Gallery Titanic, Belfast, and
Belfast interface wall, Northern Ireland

!
Museum Espace Art et Liberté, Paris (Charenton-le-Pont), 2014
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Paul Doran

Biography (2011 – 2017)

2011
Transition, The Cornerstone Gallery, Liverpool, England
2012
For One Night Only, Blackler’s Room, Liverpool, England
Liverpool Art Fair, Camp and Furnace, Liverpool, England
Exhibit my Work I'm European, Fallout Factory, Dale Street, Liverpool, England
Penny Lane, St Barnabas Church, Penny Lane, England
Fixer, Shipping Forecast Liverpool, England
2013
Liverpool Biennial Wynn Vivian Showcase, Liverpool, England
Cornerstone
Contemporary Urbanus, Clove Hitch Gallery, Hope Street, Liverpool, England
2014
Liverpool School Launch, Anglican Cathedral, Liverpool, England
Down But Not Out, Titanic – Belfast, Northern Ireland
2015
Spontaneous Control, Hydebank Wood College Belfast, Northern Ireland
Urban Showcase, Le Mont Jacques, Abidjan, Ivory Coast
2016
Art Exhibition by Liverpool School of Urban Art Movement, Liverpool Anglican Cathedral,
L1 Liverpool, England
Culture Night Belfast, Emer Gallery, Royal Avenue, Belfast, Northern Ireland
2017
Opening of Irish contemporary art collectio : Doran, Graham, Lennon, Maguire, Murphy,
Shawcross, Walls, Hallows Gallery, Belfast, Northern Ireland
No Walls Act 1: KRM, Paul Doran, John Costi, Andrews Gallery, Titanic, Belfast, and
Belfast interface wall, Northern Ireland

John Costi

some recent shows

Johnny’s Trash Money; Light Eye Mind; My Darling Johnny; G-Shock Sessions at G-Shock
East; New Terms: The Human Library; ICA. Some Unchartered Event; Science Gallery
with Resonance FM; A Fete Worse Than Death with Red Gallery; Auto Biography and
Animism: An Audience with Johnny Costi at The Copeland Space Pleasure Paradox at MK
Gallery and Johnny’s Pic’N’Mix with Whoa Now Gallery, Copenhagen; Tate Gallery
London; Art Fair, London.
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